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ABSTRACT
Measurements of the flux of charged fusion products escaping from the TFTR
plasma have been made with a new type of detector which can resolve the particle
flux vs. pitch angle, energy, and time. The design of this detector is described, and
results from the 1987 TFTR run are presented. These results are roughly consistent
with predictions from a simple first-orbit particle loss model with respect to the
pitch angle, energy, time, and plasma current dependences of the signals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tokamak ignition with D-T fuel depends upon alpha particle heating, which in
turn depends upon good alpha particle confinement. Good alpha particle
confinement (eg, less than 10% alpha loss) is predicted by the classical
single-particle model at plasma currents above 3 MA [1]. In this model the alpha
losses to the wall are mainly due to the prompt first-orbit loss, while particles
confined on their first orbit stay confined until they are thermalized after about 1
sec.
However, if unexpected alpha particle losses are encountered, e.g, due to
collective instabilities [1,2], then ignition will be more difficult. Therefore, it seems
worthwhile to test the classical single-particle confinement model with presently
available alpha-like charged fusion products, namely, the 1 MeV triton and 3 MeV
proton created in D-D reactions [3].
This paper describes the behavior of these escaping D-D charged fusion products
as measured during operation of TFTR in 1987. These particles are detected just
outside the plasma boundary using a new 2-D imaging detector system which can
measure flux vs pitch angle, energy, and time, as described in Sec. 2. The results
are roughly consistent with the predictions of a classical first-orbit loss model, as
described in Sec. 3. The conclusions, including prospects for future measurements
along these lines, are given in Sec. 4.

2. DETECTOR DESIGN
The present detector combines the features of two earlier designs. The
geometry here is similar to that used in an early PLT experiment [4] which
measured D-^He fusion products with a plastic track detector. That design had good
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pitch angle resolution and fair energy resolution, but no time resolution, since the
plastic had to be removed and examined for individual particle tracks. This
difficulty is avoided here by replacing the plastic detector with a ZnS scintillator
screen which was optically coupled to a video camera for good time resolution. The
ZnS scintillator itself was used in a recent TFTR experiment [5] which measured
D-D fusion products, but without pitch angle or energy resolution.
A schematic view of the present detector is shown in Pig. 1. The detection
element itself is a l"xl" ZnS(Ag) scintillator screen mounted inside a light-tight box.
This scintillator screen is oriented so that particles which pass through the front
"pinhole" and rear "slit" apertures impact the =10-15u ZnS layer, which was coated
onto a 1 mm quartz substrate for support. The resulting 2-D image of the
scintillation light (450-500 nm) is optically coupled through a relay lens system to a
coherent fiber bundle for transmission to a video camera located in a shielded
basement.
The pitch angle of the particles % (i.e, the angle of their gyromotion with
respect to the toroidal field B T ) is determined by the angle between the front
"pinhole" and the measured impact position as measured along the "pitch angle"
coordinate of the scintillator, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The geometrical pitch angle
2

resolution of SX=±3 (FWHM) was determined by the width of the front aperture
S

B

W=2 mm. The range of detected pitch angles of X=40 -90 was determined by the
9

orientation of the detector box and apertures, which was centered at X=60 with
respect to B T to see the expected classical first-orbit losses (Sec. 3).
The particle energy is inferred through a measurement of its gyroradius, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). The gyroradius p s 4-5 cm was inferred from the particle impact
position B through B^=2Dp+A2, The geometrical energy resolution of about ±50%
was determined by the height of the apertures H= 1 mm, which, in turn, was
determined by the required detector sensitivity. Good energy resolution was
considered of secondary importance here, since the Doppler width of ±25% for
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beam-target reactions was expected to dominate the energy spectrum.
The sensitivity of the detector was determined by the areas of the front and rear
apertures. These areas were made as large as possible, consistent with the desired
pitch angle and energy resolution.
Other features of the design were that the vertical distance D=0.4 cm between
the aperture center and the scintillator was minimized in order to avoid overheating
of the top of the box due to plasma flow (given this aperture location), and that the
size of the detector box was constrained by the vacuum port to be =2"x2". The direct
line-of-sight through the aperture pair was also constrained so as to not intersect
the scintillator itself in order to avoid a soft x-ray background [5], setting an upper
limit on H. Note also that the effect of the 3u aluminum foil behind the slit (which
was used to block plasma light) was taken into account in evaluating the incident
particle energy.
The ultimate time resolution of this system is determined by the decay time of
the ZnS(Ag) scintillation process, which is much less than lOusec [5]. However, for
the present experiment the time resolution was set by the video camera framing rate
of 16 msec/field, which is still short compared to TFTR time scales of = 1 sec.
The detector shown in Fig. 1 was mounted on a bellows assembly and inserted
vertically from below into the TFTR vessel at R=265 cm, i.e., at the vessel major
radius. The radial location of the top of the box was chosen to be r=101.5 cm, i.e.,
well outside the typical plasma radius of a=80 cm. At this location the apertures
were just inside the radius of the local obstacles at the vessel wall, such that the
escaping orbits were not obstructed on their way toward the detector. At this
location the temperature inside the detector box during TFTR operation, as
measured with a thermocouple, was always less than 90 C.
g

The sensitivity of the system to particle flux at the scintillator was calibrated
before installation using an ^^-Am

alpha source. For an expected flux of =10^

tritons.'cm2-sec at the scintillator it was necessary to use an intensified video
camera, in part due to the factor-of-10 light attenuation through the =7 m plastic
fiber bundle. The exposure time per frame was adjustable through gating of the
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camera's microchannel plate.
Note that the estimate of particle flux to the scintillator needs to include both the
1 MeV tritons and also a 30-40% contribution from 3 MeV protons, since these two
particles are measured together on the scintillator (they have identical gyroradii
and orbits in the plasma). The 0.8 MeV 3He particle also created in D-D reactions
does not pass through the 3 Jl foil.

For simplicity, in the following I will often refer

to "triton" detection only, but will mean triton and proton detection.
The primary experimental difficulty with this prototype detector was an large
unexpected background proportional to the soft x-ray flux emitted from the plasma.
This turned out to be due to the 20-40 keV x-ray tail of the T (0)=5-7 KeV thermal
e

plasma center penetrating the carbon box top. This background resulted in a
maximum signal-to-background ratio of only about 4, and prevented triton detection
above about 1.3 MA. However, since it almost certainly produced a spatially
uniform illumination of the scintillator, it could be subtracted out fairly easily.
There was also a smaller background proportional to the neutron/gamma flux,
which could be subtracted out similarly.
The detector was removed after about four months in TFTR and recalibrated.
The optics and foil were intact and the scintillator calibration was unchanged. The
only damage to the probe was some minor surface erosion ot the carbon armor
which was in contact with plasma flow.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The 2-D images of the scintillator light emission were stored on video tape and
later digitized. The results were compared with the first-orbit loss model as follows:
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(a) Pitch Angle Dependence
In Fig. 3 is an example of data for the light intensity vs. the pitch angle
coordinate across the scintillator. In this example the plasma current was 1=0.9
r

MA, the toroidal field was B f=48 kG, and the data were taken from one video frame
exposed for 0.5 msec during the steady state of a typical TFTR discharge. The
neutron rate was S=5xl()15 n/sec, with 12 MW of neutral beam iriec*ion (NBI). Here
the intensity vs. pitch angle is evaluated at the "gyroradius" dimension
correspoding to 1 MeV tritons (averaged over =0.4 cm as measured on the
scintillator) [see Sec. 3(b)],
1

This signal should be compared with the "background ' curve which was taken
during a discharge at 1.4 MA when there was a large soft x-ray flux but no N3I,
i.e., no escaping triton flux. This background curve is normalized to the signal
curve such that only the difference between these two curves represents the
escaping triton flux.
This net triton signal is plotted vs. pitch angle in Fig. 4, including a correction
for the variation in optical sensitivity vs. pitch angle (taken from the shape of the
background curve). The total pitch angle resolution of the system is about ±4 , due to
the finite aperture width W (±3 ), the relay lens optics (±2 ), and the fiber bundle
(±2 ). The alignment in pitch angle is accurate to about ±3- (as shown by the error
bar).
The expected particle flux vs. pitch angle was calculated using a standard
particle orbit code [6,7], with the result as shown in Fig. 4. For 1 MeV tritons (or 3
MeV protons) the expected flux into this detector peaked at X~60 (with respect to the
direction parallel to the plasma current), a result consistent with previous
calculations of escaping alpha flux [1,8,9]. The location of this peak corresponds to
the pitch angle of the "fattest banana" orbit which passes closest to high triton
source region at the plasma center, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The model curve in Fig. 4
5
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assumed plasma current distribution J(r) d [l-(r/a) ]3-5.
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The result is that the measured pitch angle distribution of escaping 1 MeV
triton flux is roughly consistent with expected first-orbit loss, given the pitch angle
resolution and alignment uncertainty in this experiment.

b) Energy Dependence
In Fig. 6 are two examples of data for light intensity vs. the "gyroradiuis"
coordinate across the scintillator (this coordinate i3 approximately o< p'' ••). Each
of these curves is taken from one video frame during the steady state of a 0.9 MA
NBI discharge, as for Fig. 2. Two different shots are shown with (a)

BT=48

kG and

(b) B T = 2 8 kG, in order to check the expected effect of B T on the gyroradius. For both
cases the flux is evaluated near the peak of the pitch angle curve of Fig. 2 (j(=60-65-).
The peak of the light intensity in both cases is near to that expected for 1 MeV
tritons, assuming that the gyroradius is proportional to

COSX/BT,

and taking into

account the 25% energy loss of tritons in the aluminum foil (the 3 MeV proton orbits
have a slightly larger gyroradius due to relatively lower energy loss).
The broadness of these peaks, about ±0.8 cm FWHM for 48 kG case (at the
scintillator), is close to that expected due to the finite aperture height, which allows
a single gyroradius spread over 5B = (p/A)H/2=±0.6 cm in this direction [see Fig.
2(b)]. Additional broadening is due to the triton/proton gyroradius difference (after
the foil), to the optical and fiber bundle resolutions, and to the a:25% Doppler width
of 1 MeV tritons.
The result is that the measured gyroradius is roughly consistent with the
expected first-orbit loss model, in which the tritons and protons escape with
negligible energy loss, at least to within the ±50% energy resolution of the present
detector.
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(c) Time Dependence
In Fig. 7 is an example of the time dependence of the escaping triton signal vs.
the 2,5 MeV neutron (=1 MeV triton) source rate. In this case the triton signal is
measured at the peak of the 2-D distribution on the scintillator (X=60-65- and E= 1
MeV), and the time-dependent background has been subtracted out using an area of
the scintillator away from possible triton impact. This again was for a 0.9 MA shot
>vith the NBI turned on between 4 and 5 sec.
The escaping triton flux followed the global triton source rate fairly closely in
time. The small dififerences observed between the triton signal and the triton source
rate might be due to the 16 msec uncertainty in the camera timing, or the
uncertainty in subtracting out the soft x-ray background (particularly after NBI
when the soft x-ray background is relatively highest).
The result is that the measured time dependence of the escaping triton flux is
roughly consistent with that expected for "prompt" first-orbit loss, which occurs
within <100^isec of creation. Particularly interesting is the absence of non-prompt
loss during the period 0.3-0.5 sec after NBI, since the confined triton population is
still large at this time, the classical triton slowing-down time being s i sec. Note,
however, that some differences between the time dependence of the global source
and this escaping triton signal are expected due to time-dependent changes in the
radial profiles of the triton source and plasma current.

(d) Plasma Current Dependence
In Fig. 8 are some examples of data for the light intensity vs. pitch angle
analyzed similarly to Fig. 2, but for shots with plasma currents over the range
0.9-1.3 MA. Each curve was taken from a single video frame at a time when the
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neutron rates were identical to within ±10% (at S=5xl0l<>n/sec), All were taken on
the same day at B T = 4 8 kG with 12 MW of NBI.
These examples show that the escaping triton flux (per neutron) decreases as
the plasma current increases. This trend is plotted for about 20 such shots in Fig. 9,
where the escaping triton flux is again evaluated at the peak in pitch angle
2

(X=60-65 ). Note that the soft x-ray background increases with plasma current,
such that the triton signal is hardly distinguishable above background at 1.3 MA.
The expected first-orbit loss vs. plasma current at this pitch angle is also
shown in Fig. 9. At higher currents the expected ?ux is lower because the orbits
originate nearer the plasma edge, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The shaded area in Fig. 9
represents the range of variation due to uncertainty in the triton source rate
(parabolic exponent 4-8) and current profile (parabolic exponent 3-5). The
approximate invariance of the shape of the pitch angle distribution seen in Fig. 8 is
also seen in the orbit code predictions.
The result is that the measured plasma current dependence of the escaping
triton flux is also roughly consistent with the expected variation of first-orbit losses,
at least to within the joint uncertainties of the experiment and model.

(e) Absolute Flux
Up to this point only the relative pitch angle, energy, time, and current
dependences of the escaping triton flux were discussed. The absolute triton flux can
be estimated based on a benchtcp calibration of the system with an 241 Am alpha
source made with the scintillator plate reversed.
For this estimate an assumption concerning the relative scintillation light
intensity for 4.5 MeV alphas (241 Am) vs. tritons and protons needs to be made,
since no D-D source was available for cross-calibration. As discussed previously[5],
if the light emission is assumed proportional to the energy deposited in the
scintillator, then the 4.5 MeV alpha produces about four times the light of a 1 MeV
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triton, and the 3 MeV proton produces abov.t 30% the light of a 1 MeV triton (this
takes into account the attenuation in the foil and penetration distance through the
thin ZnS layer). With this assumption, the total triton flux at the scintillator for the
0.9 MA case of Fig. 2 (obtained by integrating over an impact area =0.6x1.6 cm) is
=2x10^ tritons/sec at a neutron flux of 3 x 1 0 ^ n/s. This estimate of triton flux is
uncertain by at least a factor of 2-3, due to the assumed scintillator response to
protons and tritons, to the uncertainties in the 214Am calibration itself, and to the
difficulty of integrating the measured tviton Hux over the scintillator area in the
presence of the large soft-x-ray background.
The expected triton flux incident on the scintillator for this case was
calculated using the crbit code, which models the flux through z. pair of apertures
similar to those in this experiment The results were in the range =3x10° triton/sec
at an assumed neutron rate of 3x10^" n/s, with about a factor of 2 variation dut to
the range of possible source and current profiles. With the additional uncertainties
in the neutron source rate calibration and in the aperture modelling, the net result
is uncertain by at least a factor of 3.
The tentative result is that the measured escaping triton flux is again oughly
consistent with the predicted first-orbit loss, but only to within the large joint
uncertainties.

4. CONCLUSIONS
This paper reported the pitch angle, energy, and time-dependent behavior of
escaping D-D fusion products in TFTR as measured with a new type of imaging
detector. The results were consistent in many respects with tiie expected classical
first-orbit loss model. In particular, the predicted peak in the flux vs. pitch angle
(Fig, 4) and decrease in flux with increased plasma current (Fig. 9) were measured
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clearly for the first time in tokamaks. The apparent absence of non-prompt loss was
also seen in the time dependence of the triton signal, particularly after NBI {Fig. 7).
The prototype detector system described in Sec. 2 worked successfully, but
could be improved at several points. Most important, and quite simple, would be an
improvement in soft x-ray shielding above the scintillator (e.g., 3 mm iron), which
would eliminate the largest background and so allow clean measurement of the
high frequency components of the signal. Also useful would be replacement of the
plastic coherent fiber bundle with lower-loss, radiation resistant quartz fibers.
Although the present results are consistent with the trends predicted by the
simple prompt-loss model, it is difficult at this point to exclude the possible influence
of toroidal field (or MHD-induced) ripple ElO.ll], since these effects tend to produce
the same relative trends as the prompt-loss model. For example, stochastic
diffusion in the toroidal field ripple tends to broaden the effective triton source profile
on a fast (<100 msec) time-scale, and so would be difficult to distinguish from
first-orbit loss from a broader radial profile, at least without an accurate absolute
calibration. Future experiments might try to change the effective ripple to resolve
this effect, e.g., through radial plasma movement. Also useful in this regard
would be a poloidal/toroidal array of detectors, e.g., since the stochastic ripple losses
tend to occur more toward the outer equator than prompt losses.
The detector described here can also be used with D-T-generated escaping 3.5
MeV alpha particles which have nearly the same gyroradius as 1 MeV tritons ar 3
MeV protons. In that case the dominant background should be the relatively small
neutron or gamma interactions with the scintillator itself [5]. If so, then the = 100
times larger signals with D-T alphas should allow improved energy and/or pitch
angle resolution, since the aperture height and/or width could be reduced.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1)
Schematic views of the detector. The scintillator is mounted at the end of a
probe inserted into the bottom of the TFTR vacuum vessel. The charged fusion
products are dispersed according to pitch angle along one dimension of the
scintillator and according to gyroradius (i.e., energy) along the other {in orthogonal
polar coordinates). The 2-D scintillator image is optically coupled to a video camera
and VCR.
2) Details showing the detector geometry for measuring (a) pitch angle and (b)
energy. The pitch angle is determined by the angle between the particle impact
position and the front pinhole, with an angular resolution set by the front aperture
width. The energy is determined from the impact position B with a resolution set
by the aperture height H. Here A=0.5 cm, B=2 cm, C=3.5 cm, D=0.4 cm, H^O.l
cm, and W=0.2 cm. The design also ensures that the direct line-of-sight through
the apertures misses the scintillator at C.
3) Example of data for the scintillator light intensity vs. pitch angle as measured at
a gyroradius corresponding to 1 MeV tritons (or 3 MeV protons). The signal curve
was taken from one video frame exposed for 0.5 msec at a neutron (triton) source
rate of 5x10^-^ n/sec. The background frame was taken during an ohmic plasma
when the neutron rate was negligible but the soft x-ray flux was high. The
difference between these two curves (normalized at J(=50°) represents the triton
signal.
4)
Measurement vs. model prediction for flux vs. pitch angle for 1 MeV tritons.
The experimental curve comes from Fig. 2 after background subtraction and optical
sensitivity correction. The model curve comes from the particle orbit code and
represents the range of plausible radial source and current profiles.
The two
curves agree to within the joint uncertainties, including an x3° angular alignment
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uncertainty shown by the error bar. Note that only the relative shapes of the flux vs.
pitch angle are plotted here [the absolute flux comparison is discussed in Sec IIKe)].
5) Orbit code results showing typical 1 MeV triton trajectories expected for different
(a) pitch angles and <b) plasma currents. All orbits are constrained to go through
the detector. In (a) the plasma current is 0.9 MA and in (b) the pitch angle is 62-.
6)

Example of data for light intensity vs. the "gyroradius" coordinate as measured
5

at a pitch angle of }(-60-65 for two different toroidal fields.

The "gyroradius'

coordinate B is approximately proportional to p ^ , as shown in Fig. 2. In both cases
the peak signal lies near to the position on the scintillator expected for 1 MeV tritons
(right edge of shaded region) or 3 MeV protons (left edge of shaded region). The
expected shift in the peak due to pofB'* is observed. The large width of these curves
is expected due to the finite aperture height.
7)

Measured time dependence of the triton signal evaluated at a pitch angle of
s

X=60-65 and a triton energy E u l MeV. The escaping triton signal roughly follows
the triton source rate as monitored by the 2.5 MeV neutron flux, as expected from
the prompt first-orbit loss model. Note that there is a slight detector saturation at
the peak of the triton signal which causes those tfoints to be somewhat low.
8)
Examples of the measured light intensity vs. pitch angle similar to Fig. 2, but
for plasma currents 0.9-1.3 MA. These signals are all taken at a neutron rate of
5x10 *•*> n/sec and a gyroradius corresponding to 1 MeV tritons. The net triton signal
decreases as the plasma current increases, until at 1.3 MA the triton signal is
hardly observable above the soft x-ray noise level (which increases with plasma
current). The shape of the background curve is taken from a 1.4 MA ohmic
discharge with r^ escaping tritons.
9)

Escaping triton flux per neutron vs. plasma current, evaluated at a pitch angle
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9

of X=60-65 and a triton energy of E = l MeV. The experimental points come from a
series of shots like those shown in Fig. 8 (after background subtraction). The
first-orbit model represents the same range of profile assumptions used for Fig. 4.
The measured decrease in escaping triton flux with increased plasma current is
roughly consistent with the model. The error bar indicates approximate shot-to-shot
variation.
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